Data Analyst (18009)
Job Description:
Our client is looking for someone who can executes project work and has basic experience.
Responsible for data de-duplication (matching and merging data), data cleansing (matching,
linking, updating records, such as organization records, in batch and real time), hierarchy
management (identifying, creating, correcting, update, and maintaining complex relationships
among parent and child records), and data conversion (changing / transforming the data based
on business rules, usually done before the data is integrated into a new system). Also raises
escalations and communicates issues to DOC Project Lead.
Responsibilities:
 Working closely with the team to create new reports in SQL and PowerBI.
 You will triage bugs and existing reporting logic in reports and SQL.
 Optimize the SQL server and creating performance reports
Qualifications:
 5 years’ experience in Database Design, Development and business intelligence of
Microsoft SQL Server 2014/2012/2008.
 1-2 years of experience in reporting.
 Expert / daily working experience with Excel, SQL Server Reporting Services & Power BI.
 Expert / daily working experience on retrieving, manipulating and formatting data from
SQL server (both new and existing data sources). Can write functional and optimized
queries independently or with the least amount of assistance from peers. Gunction end
to end – from fetching the data, to providing insights via data analysis, and finally
sharing the data via PowerBI or SSRS Dashboard.
Please note: we are unable to consider third party candidates for this position.
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